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researchers can build. Mormino David Colburn Patrick J. Reakes f Meredith M. These newly acquired
provinces remained loyal to the British Crown and were thus related to the Revolu tionary South not as allies
but as antagonists. American histori ans dealing with the Revolution tend to emphasize the conflict be tween
the thirteen colonies and the mother country. This was indeed a civil war as far as America was concerned, but
it was part of a worldwide conflict. France, Spain, and Holland were also involved, and there was fighting on
all of the great oceans of the world and in the West Indies, the Mediterranean, Africa, and elsewhere. France
and Spain supported the Revolution not out of sympathy for repub licanism but because these two powers
were seeking revenge and hoped to restore the balance of power which England had upset in The American
Revolution, from their point of view, was just another phase in the great wars which Europe and her far-flung
colonies had been waging for two hundred years. France had supported the American cause almost from the
be ginning. She was a secret ally at first, but in , France openly declared war on England. Spain followed suit
the following year. The American colonists were delighted. They had everything to gain from these alliances.
The colonists desperately needed military supplies, foreign troops, and foreign credit. From Savannah to
Boston, Americans welcomed their new allies with enthusiasm. But this was not true of the colonists in
Florida. Augustine and Pensacola were vulnerable to attack. When the British arrived in , they found Florida
an empty wilderness. Only a handful of Spaniards remained to dispose of property. Everyone else, whites and
Indians alike, had moved to new homes elsewhere. Introducing a generous land grant policy and using a
variety of advertising gimmicks, Britain attracted settlers from the colonies north of the St. Marys, from the
Bahamas and the West Indies, and from abroad. These immigrants settled in St. Au gustine and its environs,
along the St. Others moved into West Florida: Marks and Pensacola and along the rivers that flowed through
Alabama and Mississippi into the Gulf of Mexico. Land was cleared for farms and plantations, an agricultural
economy began to emerge, and barrel staves, turpentine, lumber, citrus, and a variety of other agricultural
products were being produced for shipment abroad. In terms of English settlement, however, the Floridas were
too new to meet even their own food needs. They depended upon shipments from the West Indies, Europe,
and, up until the time of the Revolution, the other American colonies. Unlike the other southern
coloniesGeorgia, the Carolinas, Vir ginia, and Marylandthe Floridas could not sustain themselves without
British help. They would have been foolhardy to bite the hand that was feeding them so generously, and the
aid and support from Britain was indeed plentiful. Bounties were offered to encour age the development of
staple crops and for lumbering and other industries. The annual appropriation voted by Parliament paid the
salaries of all of the government officials, sustained the courts, pro vided religious and educational services,
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developed transportation facilities, and maintained the defense of the colonies. It is little wonder that
Floridians failed to ring their church bells or light bon fires when they received notice that the Declaration of
Independence had been adopted. Instead, they drank to the good health and long life of their generous and
good sovereign, George III. There were no celebrations in Pensacola or St. Augustine to mark the beginning of
the Revolution. Instead, the effigies of Samuel Adams and Patrick Henry, those dastardly rebels, were burned
in the public plaza at St. How this would be brought about was a matter for debate, and there was confusion
over disposition of the Floridas. There was no limit, however, to the enthusiasm for invasion. Plans were
launched for an assault against St. Augustine by way of Georgia. French troops in the West Indies made
preparations for an attack, and Bernardo de Galvez, the intrepid governor of Spanish Louisiana, carefully
prepared to move against the British at Manchac, Mobile, and Pensacola. Except for small skirmishes, East
Florida never became a theater of major military operations during the course of the Revolution, but West
Florida was another matter. Galvez overwhelmed the British and in three short years ex pelled them from
West Florida. Pensacola had fallen before a great land and naval attack. In still another way, Florida related to
the Revolutionary South during the course of the war. Loyalists from Savannah, Charleston, and the
backcountry, men and women who were unwilling to break their ties with the mother country, were forced to
leave their homes, and they made their way south to the Floridas. Hundreds flocked into Pensacola, and even
more sought refuge in St. The latter became one of the great way stations of the war as people poured in. Some
elected to stay, but most moved on to new homes west of the Mississippi or to the Bahamas, Canada, or
England. To make this past known was one of the commitments of the Florida Bicentennial Commission when
it was established by the legislature in An ambitious publications program was launched. The commission
sponsored five scholarly symposia on the cam puses of the state universities of Florida. Life on the Frontier.
These papers de tailed the various aspects of the political, economic, intellectual, and social activities of the
Floridas during the time of the American Revolution. These include Don Pride, then executive director of the
Florida Bicentennial Com mission, and the members of the commission staff, Tallahassee. The late Pat
Dodson of Pensacola and Dr. Johnnie Ruth Clarke of St. Petersburg, members of the Florida Bicentennial
Commission, helped in planning the symposium. Adams was pro gram administrator, and he and his assistant,
Adelaide Folensbee of the Division of Continuing Education, Florida State University, co ordinated all
arrangements for the meeting. Nancy Dobson, a member of the local arrangements committee, arranged an
evening party for the program participants at the Brokaw-McDougall House in Tallahassee. Her committee
included Mrs. Leitch Wright and Mrs. Leitch Wright was co-chairman of the symposium and chairman of
local arrangements. His committee included Dr. He was elected to the state senate in and was re-elected four
years later. In , he chaired the education financing conference committee, which was instrumental in the
passage of landmark edu cational legislation. During this time, he won several writing awards, including one
for his coverage of the integration of the University of Alabama. He has been a member of the history faculty
of the University of South Carolina since and is assistant editor of The Papers of Henry Laurens. His articles
have appeared in the South Carolina Historical Magazine and other scholarly journals. His research interests
are the Plains and Western Indians and eighteenth-century America. He is the co-author of Prelude to Glory:
His articles on Thomas Brown and the loyalist movement in the South during the American Revolution have
appeared in many state and regional historical journals. His books include The Dulanys of Maryland, Bases of
the Plantation Society, and Letters from America, and he has published many articles in pro fessional and
scholarly journals. His articles have appeared in national and regional historical, legal, political science,
speech, and library journals. He served two years in Egypt and Cyprus as an officer in the Royal Artillery. He
has been a member of the department of history, Auburn University, since , and he holds his doctorate from
that institution. His research interest is Britain and her American colonies in the eighteenth century. Professor
Watson is collaborating in the writing of a history of the Panton, Leslie Company. He has been the recipient of
many research grants from American and European foun dations and is the author of more than twenty books
dealing with American travel, frontier literature, Indians, and Spanish and French settlement in the Mississippi
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Valley. He edited the western journals of Washington Irving and the diaries of James F. Wilkins and other
early travelers, including John J. He has participated in many scholarly conferences, has been a Guggenheim
Fellow, and has served as a member of the publications advisory committee for the Winterthur Museum. His
articles have appeared in professional and scholarly journals in America and abroad. A native of Kansas, he
holds undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University of of South Carolina. He has presented papers
at many professional meetings, and he holds membership in scholarly organizations here and abroad.
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If you want to start at the beginning, click here Section 2: A Abel, Annie H. Terminal on the Trail of Tears.
University of Oklahoma Press, An overview of the period from to the s including the major Creek movements
to "Indian Territory". The Creek War of Military history concentrating upon the campaigns conducted by the
forces from Mississippi Territory, Georgia and Tennessee. John Stuart and the Southern Colonial Frontier.
University of Michigan, Historians and the Treaty of New York of The secret articles are not included in the
treaty as published in Kappler see Primary Sources. Thesis Anthropology , Florida State University, Locating
the Battle of Round Mountains. A detailed effort to locate the site of this Civil War battle in Indian Territory,
this is mostly an article for the serious military history buff, but it definitely gives the impression that this
particular historical question which was addressed by Angie Debo in two earlier articles has been answered.
There is an often repeated story that in the Georgia Trustees were sent a buffalo hide message written in
pictographs. This is sometimes attributed to a Cherokee chief. Here Baine explores the origin of the myth and
explains what was really on the hide -- a message in English from a gathering of Creeks. Historical
Perceptions of the Five Civilized Tribes. Grayson, this article focuses on changing attitudes towards land
tenure. The trek of Union supporters, led by Opothleyahola, to Kansas. The Story of Tullahassee. Semco
Color Press, A typical production of its period, this 3 volume set consists of a historical volume plus 2
volumes of biographical sketches of the type often referred to as "mug book" sketches. Volume 1 contains a
great deal of material relating to the history of the Creeks in Indian Territory. However very few of the
biographies relate to individuals identified as Creeks. Sketches of non-Creeks who played a prominent part in
Creek affairs include: University of Nebraska Press, , pp. An extensive introduction to the letters and the
history of the area. For the letters, see Doyle, Edmund in Primary Sources. How the concept and institution of
slavery changed among the Creeks from the late 17th to the early 19th century. University of Nebraska Press,
Rethinking the Creek War and the War of University of Alabama Press, Essays from a Symposium, May ,
Holland Braund -- Causalities and consequences of the Creek War: Thrower -- Thinking outside the circle:
Holland Braund -- Before horseshoe: Abram -- Horseshoe bend: Waselkov -- "We bleed our enemies in such
cases to give them their senses": Grenier -- "Where all behave well": Heidler and Jeanne T. The Civil War on
the Border: Almost a primary source as the author participated in some of the events recorded; he explains that
he relied heavily on the Official Records. This book, as a general history, is somewhat outside the normal
scope of this bibliography. However, it is a fundamental source for the experience of the Creeks during the
war. Bunn, Mike and Williams, Clay. Battle for the Southern Frontier: The Creek War and the War of The
History Press, Much of the content is quick reference in nature: Useful as a quick introduction and as an
in-hand reference for anyone visiting the areas described. Indian Territory and the United States, Legal
History of North America, v. Provides an invaluable overview of events during this period including the
writing of constitutions and laws and information on the administration of justice. The Southern Colonial
Backcountry: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Frontier Communities, Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, , pp. This short essay stresses the role of Augusta, Georgia as a meeting place of cultures. University of
Georgia Press, University of South Carolina Press, Social Order and Political Change: Stanford University
Press, Indians of the Lower South: Past and Present, ed. Gulf Coast History and Humanities Conference,
Indian Traders of the Southeastern Spanish Borderlands: University of West Florida Press, See also Section 1.
The Carolina Indian Frontier. Tricentennial Booklet Number 6 Columbia: This short 71 p. Indian Affairs in
Georgia, Civilization of the American Indian Series, v. An account of the massacre of the inhabitants of
Chehaw by U. Testimony before the Indian Claims Commission, docket no. Contents listed separately in this
bibliography. Spanish Sovereignty under Siege". Dissertation History , Florida State University, Modern
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Indians of Alabama: Remmants of the Removal. Southern University Press, [] copyrighted by the author The
Naylor Company, While Stand Watie was a member of the Cherokee Tribe, this study is a survey, with a
strong partisan focus on the Confederate forces, of the participation of members of the Five Civilized Tribes in
the Civil War. Includes a short letter from McCulloch describing the battle. Describes the emergence of the
Tensaw community and its effect on tensions in the Creek nation, leading finally to the attack on Fort Mims.
From Creek Town to Oil Capital. University of Oklahoma, Much of this small volume p. Stories Told by an
Elder. Originally published an an ejournal at http: As of March available from: The Indian Boundary in the
Southern Colonies, University of North Carolina Press, This book is based on Indian Claims Commission
exhibits and the citations are to those exhibits in the court case by number. This often makes it very difficult to
determine what is the original source of a statement. Thesis History , University of Oklahoma, E Ellisor, John
T. The Second Creek War: Interethnic Conflict and Collusion on a Collapsing Frontier.
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Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Washburn The Southeast
does not loom large in the writing of American history, but it ought to, and particularly the period of conflict
in the eighteenth century. Its importance should be reflected in hundreds of scholarly works, though only a
handful exist. There are many reasons why the Southeast does not loom large in American history, and one
reason is that most of it was written in other parts of the country, particularly in New England, and reflects
different values, different understandings, different sources, and in some cases simple ignorance. In I Michael
Kammen reported on two surveys of the most significant books about American history published in the years
I and I, as selected by practicing historians. Of the thirty-two books listed, not one was by a professor in a
Southern university, although three were by historians who were born in the South. As a New Englander, I am
acutely aware of the intense concern with history shown by other New Englanders, from the moment William
Bradford stepped off the Mayflower to the latest Ph. Writing history, or keeping a diary, was I43 Wilcomb E.
Washburn almost implicit in the Puritan religious outlook and the philosophical traditions that derived from it.
Jack Greene, in his Fleming Lectures at Louisiana State University in I to be published under the title
Southern Colonies in the Creation of American Culture , challenged the New Englandcentered view of
American history, in which New England is seen as the model for the development of English societies in the
New World, while Southern culture is regarded as a deviant growth. In part, this view is a product of the
early-established and strongly developed New England colleges and historical societies, which long produced
the leading thinkers and writers in American history. Virginians used to complain that most Americans
thought the first English settlement was at Plymouth in I, unaware that Jamestown was founded in I Now, the
Virginia complaint is largely a canard of the past. Augustine has yet to take its place in the American historical
consciousness. In graduate school, Dr. Scardaville [see his essay in this volume] was discouraged from
studying St. Augustine by the comment that it was "local history. The historical literature on the Southeastern
United States or what is called in this book "Alabama and the Borderlands" is not only less extensive than the
literature on other parts of the country, it is overrepresented by the antebellum, bellum, and postbellum South
and underrepresented by the Colonial South. In college courses and in the public consciousness, the "Old
South" often begins around I The fact that the History of the South series is now complete except for volume
II epitomizes the problem. You are not currently authenticated. View freely available titles:
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reviews.

Borderlands historians examine these provinces from a Hispanic viewpoint as the "other" colonial history
crucial to understanding national development. The Spanish borderlands are customarily divided into two
geographic areas: The eastern grouping includes Florida, the Gulf Coast, Louisiana, and the Mississippi
Valley drainage systemâ€”all areas controlled by Spain by the end of the eighteenth century. Throughout the
seventeenth century, the Spanish established a number of settlements in both Florida and New Mexico. In
spite of some spectacular setbacks, such as the Pueblo Revolt of , Spain came to view these colonies as
territorial buffers between the rich heartland of Mexico and the expanding North American colonies of France
and Great Britain. The settlement of Texas, starting in the s, further expanded the Spanish borderlands; at the
same time, missionaries began to push into present-day Arizona. Alarmed by the French incursion into
Louisiana during the late seventeenth century, Spain reacted with the founding of Pensacola. Hence, by the
eighteenth century the Spanish borderlands encompassed Florida in the east, including fortifications on both
the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts, with French Louisiana sandwiched between and the two main Spanish colonies
to the west, Texas and New Mexico. With the Peace of Paris , Canada passed to the British while France
surrendered all of its Louisiana colony to Spain, a former ally during the war. The British, who had defeated
both Bourbon adversaries during the conflict, wanted Spain to administer Louisiana as a drain on its
international resources. The territorial shifts of ensured that Spanish Louisiana would play a significant role in
the American Revolution. New Orleans quickly became a supply depot for the Continental Army once the
military phase of the revolt began in Starting in that year, regular shipments of supplies to Fort Pitt found
their way up the inland conduit of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers to supply the troops commanded by George
Washington. Spanish participation in the Revolution, however, did not create a new ally for the United States.
King Charles III and his ministers in Madrid worried that frontier pressures created by a new nation in North
America would only be a substitute for their traditional territorial rivalry with Great Britain. Hence, although
Spain declared war against the British, there was no alliance with the United States. Spain did send an
unofficial representative, Juan de Miralles, to the Continental Congress , and he monitored Spanish interests
there. The Peace of Paris, which ended the War of Independence in , created additional territorial shifts in this
region, further confirming the fears of the Spanish court. The peace settlement legitimized territorial rivalries
in the borderlands that would determine the nature of United Statesâ€”Spanish competition for the next fifty
years. Spain regained control of both East and West Florida and received undisputed title to the entire west
bank of the Mississippi River and the Isle of Orleans, where the great city stood. However, the boundary along
the east bank of the river differed in the respective treaties the British negotiated with Spain and the United
States, guaranteeing diplomatic problems. For fifteen years thereafter, Spain and the United States wrangled
over the boundary between Spanish Louisiana and the United States, with the dispute not resolved until the
Treaty of San Lorenzo in Two years later the Americans took possession of Natchez. From the s to the s,
thousands of English-speaking frontier folk from the United States moved into Spanish territory. Defensive
colonization became an intermittent part of Spanish policy well into the s, when the governor of Texas
allowed Moses Austin and other entrepreneurs to settle Americans there. The Louisiana Purchase of did not
slow the process of expansion because this important territorial transfer did not include either the Floridas or
Texas. In fact, as early as the s an American resident of Natchez, Philip Nolan, had begun leading filibustering
expeditions west of the Sabine River into Texas. The term "filibuster," from the Spanish filibustero
[freebooter], was applied to Americans stirring up insurrections in lands controlled by Spain. His execution by
the Spanish in did not stop these incursions, either in Texas or elsewhere throughout the borderlands. Indeed,
the period from until the s can properly be called the filibustering era, as almost a half-dozen major American
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expeditions, sometimes characterized as "revolts," had as their object Spanish territory bordering on the
southern and southwestern United States. The territories in Spanish Florida north of New Orleans became the
first objective for some of these expeditions. Some historians view this act as a cover for United States
expansionism that was legitimized the following year when President James Madison incorporated this region
into Louisiana. The War of also provided opportunities for expansion by Americans into the borderlands.
Most notably, General George Mathews led a group of insurgents into East Florida in , taking possession of
Fernandina and laying unsuccessful siege to St. Some historians have argued that this so-called Patriot War in
East Florida had the unofficial yet explicit support of the United States government. In addition, Americans
took control of Mobile from the Spanish in and added it to the Mississippi Territory. Six years later, Dr. James
Long led another group of adventurers into Texas. Perhaps the most spectacular of all these incursions,
however, was the invasion of East Florida by General Andrew Jackson in By this treaty, Spain ceded all of
the Floridas to the United States and agreed to a transcontinental boundary line that ran from Sabine Bay on
the Texas Gulf Coast northward up the Red River of the East, westward to the Rockies, and then north to the
Pacific Northwest. This boundary, however, did not stop American expansionism; English-speaking settlers
began to spill across the Sabine into Texas, brought there by legal immigration agents known as empresarios.
This settlement continued during the s, culminating in the Texas Revolution of By that time, however,
following the War of Mexican Independence in , Spain had left the borderlands. It thus fell to Mexico to deal
with the final chapters of United States expansion into the western borderlands of Texas and California,
culminating in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in Spain and the Independence of the United States:
University of New Mexico Press, Spanish Observers and the American Revolution , â€” Louisiana State
University Press, A Wilderness So Immense: The Louisiana Purchase and the Destiny of America. The
Spanish Frontier in North America. Yale University Press, Light Townsend Cummins Pick a style below, and
copy the text for your bibliography.
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xiii, p.: ill. ; 23 cm. "A University of Florida book." "Papers read at the first annual bicentennial symposium sponsored by
the American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of Florida, held at the University of Florida, May , " Includes
bibliographical references.
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"Eighteenth-Century Flor ida and Its Borderlands" was the theme of the first, held at the University of Florida in The
following year, one was held with Florida International University on "Eighteenth-Century Florida.

Chapter 8 : University Press of Florida: Nexus of Empire
The Spanish borderlands are customarily divided into two geographic areas: the eastern and western borderlands. The
eastern grouping includes Florida, the Gulf Coast, Louisiana, and the Mississippi Valley drainage systemâ€”all areas
controlled by Spain by the end of the eighteenth century.
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During much of the eighteenth century, the population of colonial America was young, with half of the people under The
largest group of white, non-English immigrants to the colonies were.
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